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FIA Congratulates Newly Elected US President
Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris

Federation of Indian Associations popularly known as FIA representing vast and vibrant Indian
American community of the tri state area of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, the largest pioneering
non profit umbrella organization, heartily congratulates the New President-elect Joseph Biden and New
Vice President elect Kamala Harris in the tightly contested recent General Election of the United States.
This historical victory by Democrats is also a matter of pride for the global Indian community
because Senator Kamala Harris, Indian American origin leader will be the first woman and the first
Indian American vice president.
Indian Americans have been traditionally strong supporters of Democrats, and this historical win
will bring a new era of hope, energy, and appreciation in the immigrant community in particular, as well
as Obama Care recipients and climate change believers.
The FIA fraternity is indeed very proud and privileged in welcoming this historical news and wishes
lots of luck and best wishes to the new Biden-Harris administration. We wish they will enhance IndoAmerican relations to the next higher level.
We also thank outgoing President Trump for especially gratifying India and Indian Americans by
standing behind them in many arenas.
God Bless Biden-Harris Team and God Bless America.
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Diwali: The King of Indian Festivals

By Chandrakant Trivedi
Diwali, also known as Deepavali is India’s
most popular festival celebrated by Indians all
around the globe. The festival of lights is celebrated
religiously, socially, culturally and traditionally by
the young and old, and the rich and the poor alike.
On this occasion, the lighting of the lamps signifies
and symbolizes the victory of good over evil, light
over darkness and knowledge over ignorance.
Diwali is celebrated to mark the return of Lord Rama
after 14 years of exile, and his victory of the demon
Ravana.
The festival comprises five consecutive days
of celebrations, with each day having its unique
tradition and significance. As per the Hindu lunar
calendar, Diwali falls on the last three days of the
month of Ashwin, and the first two days of the
month of Kartik. (Between October and November).
This sequential celebration starts from
DhanTeras (Day 1), Kali Chaudas, also known as
Narak Chaturdashi (Day 2), Diwali (Day 3), New
Year Day (Day 4), and Bhai Duj (Day 5).
Diwali is a public holiday in India as well as
in countries such as Nepal, Sri Lanka, Singapore,
Malaysia, Fiji, Suriname, Guyana, Trinidad and
Tobago, where large populations of Hindus have
settled for many centuries and generations.
People offer prayers for health, wealth and
prosperity to Goddess Lakshmi and other Gods.
Traditionally, Diwali can be compared to Christmas
in terms of the spirit of the celebration; exchanging
gifts, arranging family reunions, visiting holy places,
performing pujas, distributing sweets, wearing new
clothes, and lighting diyas, fireworks, and creating

an atmosphere of love, respect and cordiality. All
marketplaces are filled with shoppers buying all
kinds of things including, gold, silver and sweets.
Though the festival of Diwali is widely
associated with Goddess Lakshmi, there are
regional connections to Lord Rama and Sita, Vishnu,
Krishna, Durga, Kali, Dhanvantari, etc.
Diwali is celebrated by a vast majority of
Hindus, Jains and Sikhs, throughout India and
abroad.
The 5 Days of Diwali
Each of the five days have religious pujas and
worship of a particular God or Goddess.
On the first day of DhanTeras, most of the
Hindus perform Lakshmi Poojan, wishing for
prosperity. Entire family participates in the puja.
On the second day, known as Kali Chaudas
or Narak Chaturdashi, a section of the community
worships Mahakali to eliminate the bad elements
troubling them in their happiness and prosperity. A
special puja is performed at night. This is a favorite
day of the Tantriks.
The third day of Diwali, which falls on
Amavasya (no moon day) in the month of Ashwin,
is the zenith of the festival. On this day, people
perform pujas, respect elders, visit temples, and
family gatherings. Those with business perform
Chopda Pujan, by keeping accounting books for
the new year. In the evening, people burst fireworks
and celebrate with fun, food and festivities.
The fourth day of Diwali is the New Year Day
of Vikram Samvat, particularly in the Gujarati
community worldwide. On this day as well people
wear new clothes and visit temples with their
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families. A large Annakoot is arranged at most
temples. BAPS and other Swaminarayan mandirs,
Vaishnav mandirs and all other Sanatan Dharma
temples host Annakoot darshan and many serve
maha prasad.In the U.S., many BAPS temples have
Annakoot of over 1,500 varieties of food items
displayed in front of the deities. After darshan
the food items in the Annakoot are distributed as
prasad.
The fifth day is Bhai Duj, which celebrates
the selfless bond of love, sacrifice and well wishes
between brothers and sisters. Normally, brothers
visit sisters homes, enjoy a meal and give gifts to
the sisters.
Diwali in the U.S.
The rapid growth and success of the Indian
American community has added a new dimension
to the significance of Diwali in this country. The
New York chapter of the Associations of Indians in
America (AIA), hosts an annual Diwali celebration at
the South Street Seaport in New York City. The event
was initiated in 1987 under AIA president Rohit Vyas.
Since then, the event has evolved into a daylong

cultural, religious and social extravaganza with
food, music, dance, vendors and fireworks. Many
elected officials as well as prominent members of
the Indian American community attend the event.
The U.S. Federal Government as well as local
governments have recognized the importance
of Diwali. For the past few years, U.S. presidents,
whether Democrats or Republicans, have hosted
Diwali gatherings at the White House with religious
chanting, lamp lighting and festivities. In 2016, the
U.S. Postal Service commemorated Diwali with a
Forever stamp.
This year, with the limitations due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, Indian American organizations
are restricted in their celebrations. Many like the
FIA are using innovative ways to mark the festival
of lights. This year, the FIA, as part of an ambitious
community
outreach
program,
successfully
distributed meals in soup kitchens to 10,000 people
at seven key destinations in the tristate area of New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut and in India as
well.
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Mindy Kaling to Star in,
Produce Adaptation of
Jennifer Weiner’s ‘Good in
Bed’ for HBO Max

Trade analyst Taran Adarsh said that ‘Nagin’ will
be made as a trilogy, and will be directed by Vishal
Furia and produced by Nikhil Dwivedi.Kapoor is
best known for films like “Aashiqui 2,” “Ek Villain,”
“OK Jaanu,” “Half Girlfriend,” “Haseena Parkar,”
“Batti Gul Meter Chalu,” “Chhichhore” and “Street
Dancer 3D,” among others. She was last seen in
Mindy
Kaling
will
star “Baaghi 3,” which released earlier this year before
and produce “Good in Bed,” an the pandemic outbreak.
adaptation of Jennifer Weiner’s
novel of the same name for HBO
Max. Liz Sarnoff, a writer-producer
on HBO’s “Barry,” will write the script
for “Good in Bed,” which will be
Grammy-nominated
produced by Kaling under her Kaling International
Indian American rapper and
banner with Jessica Kumai Scott. Howard Klein
songwriter Raja Kumari has
of 3Arts, and Jake Weiner and Chris Bender of
released her first all Hindi track,
Good Fear Content will also serve as producers.
“Shanti,” the Hindi version of
Entertainment portals like Variety and The her previous English track “Peace.” The new Hindi
Hollywood Reporter say that “Good in Bed,” Weiner’s version has been penned by Charan. Originally coNew York Times best-selling novel
launched written by Kumari and her long-time collaborator
Weiner’s book-writing career, which has seen over Elvis Brown, “Peace” was shot during the lockdown
11 million books in print across 36 countries. The and shelter-in-place orders were implemented
semi-autobiographical story centers on an up- due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Kumari shot the
and-coming journalist in Philadelphia who deals video at her parents’ home in Los Angeles, between
with shaky self-esteem, a fresh-out-of-the-closet Antelope Valley and Mt Baldy. “Although I’m used to
mom, an absent father and the guy who broke her having a big crew on set to handle everything from
heart. In the course of one eventful year, with the location scouting to glam and make-up, all I had in
help of a fairy godmother/movie star best friend, LA was me and Shawn Thomas (long-time director
the journalist weathers public humiliation, finds and collaborator) and the help of my manager and
true love and learns to accept herself, and her life, assistant,” she told Indo-American News Service.
in all of its messy, imperfect glory. Kaling recently “It definitely was a challenge to start from the
announced the second season of “Never Have I beginning again, doing all the styling and hair and
Ever” for Netflix, a lively story of a first-generation make-up myself.” In April, Kumari released “N.R.I,”
Indian American teenager named Devi, played by which offers a look into her upbringing, highlighting
Maitreyi Ramakrishnan. Other projects include “Sex the duality of her exposure to two different cultures
Lives of College Girls” for HBO Max, “Expecting” for and the irony of being made to feel alien in both.
Peacock and an untitled wedding comedy with Produced by songwriter, Rob Knox, and co-written
by Grammy Award winning recording artist, Sirah;
Priyanka Chopra at Universal.
“N.R.I.” was penned in Los Angeles, with the video
shot in India right before the country declared a
national lockdown, to fight the ongoing global
pandemic. A few weeks after releasing “N.R.I.,”
Shraddha
Kapoor
has Kumari collaborated with American EDM band
been roped in to portray the Krewella and Australian DJ duo NERVO on a female
“icchadhari nagin,” a folklore empowerment anthem titled “Goddess.” Kumari,
character seen in film like whose real name is Svetha Rao, was born in
Sridevi’s “Nagina” (1986) and California to Indian parents who emigrated to the
its sequel “Nigahen: Nagina U.S. in the 1970s.
Part 2.” In a tweet announcing the development,
Kapoor wrote: “It’s an absolute delight for me to
play Nagin on screen. I have grown up watching,
admiring and idolizing Sridevi ma’am’s ‘Nagina’
and ‘Nigahen.’ And have always wanted to play a
similar role rooted in Indian traditional folklore.”
Priyanka Chopra will star in another Hollywood
Sharing updates about Kapoor’s new project,

Rapper Raja Kumari
Releases 1st All Hindi Track

Shraddha Kapoor to Play
Lead Role in ‘Nagin’ Trilogy

Priyanka Chopra to Star
in Film Alongside Sam
Heughan, Celine Dion
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film alongside Sam
Heughan, and singing
sensation
Celine
Dion.
Making
the
announcement
on
Instagram,
Chopra
wrote: “So excited to
kick start this amazing
movie
with
such
incredible
people!
Jim
Strouse,
Sam
Heughan, Celine Dion.
It’s my honor. Let’s gooooo!” The film is tentatively
titled “Text For You,” and will be directed by Jim
Strouse, best known for his film “Grace Is Gone.” The
film is reportedly inspired by the 2016 German film
“SMS Fur Dich” - based on Sofie Cramer’s popular
novel about a woman who deals with the grief of
losing her fiancé by sending text messages to his
old cell phone. However, the number, has been
assigned to another man across town, who faced
a similar heartbreak.In the remake, the music and
influence of Dion, known for her Oscar winning love
ballad “My Heart Will Go On” from “Titanic” and
other inspirational songs like “The Power of Love”,
gives them the courage to take a chance on love
again. Chopra, who was last seen in the 2019 film
“The Sky is Pink,” has acted in three Hollywood
films - “Baywatch,” “A Kid Like Jake”, and “Isn’t
It Romantic?.” She will next be seen in “Matrix 4”,
“We Can Be Heroes”, and “The White Tiger”. She
recently joined a host of Hollywood stars including
Kate Winslet and Keanu Reeves as a narrator of the
upcoming series, “A World Of Calm.” Chopra made
her U.S. debut as a voice actor in Disney’s animated
“Planes.” In 2015, she landed the starring role in the
TV series, “Quantico.” Now, the actress has signed
a two-year multimillion-dollar first-look television
deal with Amazon.

Adil Hussain to Star
in British-Indian Film
‘Footprints On Water’

Actor Adil Hussain is set to star alongside
British actor Antonio Aakeel in the upcoming
British-Indian film “Footprints On Water,” directed
by Nathalia Syam. It tells the story of an illegal
immigrant father in the UK who desperately
searches for his missing daughter, while trying
to avoid getting noticed by the police. Hussain
plays the father, and Malayalam actress Nimisha
Sajayan will play the daughter. Sajayan was the
lead in the 2019 Venice Film Festival title “Shadow of
Water.” Aakeel plays the role of an Afghani refugee.
“The dreams, the hope, demolition of the dreams,
the realization as to what are the most important
aspects in life, are very engagingly interwoven in
the narrative,” Adil Hussain told Variety. The film
is produced by Mohaan Nadaar’s London-based
outfit The Production Headquarters. “This story is
written by two sisters and it feels like it’s their firsthand experience that they have painted in words,”
Hussain told Variety. “I trust that they will be able to
transform words into intense and moving visuals. I
feel the truthfulness in their endeavor. The dreams,
the hope, demolition of the dreams, the realization
as to what are the most important aspects in life,
are very engagingly interwoven in the narrative,”
he said. “As immigrants of Indian origin brought up
in Britain, we’ve had a ringside view into the lives
of various people, their cultures and ethnicities,”
Nathalia Syam told Variety. “Neetha’s script will
be visually approached by elements of realism.
Through the plot of an illegal immigrant father’s
search for his missing daughter, we raise the
question of what happens, when the invisibles go
missing.”
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Diwali Soup Kitchen in Edison NJ, Nov. 7 and Woodbridge, N.J., Nov. 4&5

Diwali Soup Kitchen at Ahmedabad, India
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